Spring 2019 Tobin Research Projects

- **All Aboard! Migration to the New World during the 15th to 18th Centuries**  
  Professor Jose-Antonio Espin-Sanchez  
  Award:

- **Are Lawyers Unhappier Than Other Professionals?**  
  Professor Yair Listokin  
  Award: Caleb Dean

- **Bond Returns and Bond Issues**  
  Professor Matthew Spiegel  
  Award: Harman Singh, Jon Deuber

- **Crowding in the Ride Sharing Market**  
  Professor Soheil Ghili  
  Award:

- **Education, Migration, and the Returns to Schooling**  
  Professor John Eric Humphries  
  Award: Tim (Hoon Pyo) Jeon

- **Entrepreneurship and Careers**  
  Professor Tristan Botelho  
  Award:
• Find a Job, Move, Crash the Real Estate Market
  Professor Matthew Spiegel
  Award: Douglas Hagemeister, Annie Zhao, Bobby Kwon

• Gender, Competition, and Compensation
  Professor Ed Vytlacil
  Award: Alissa Ji, Eli Metzner

• Machine learning on Crowdfunding Platforms to Understand Drivers of Altruism
  Professor K. Sudhir
  Award: Ian Salvamoser

• Mechanisms Without Money: A Linear Programming Approach
  Professor Johannes Hörner
  Award:

• Planet Earth: The Next 1000 Years
  Professor Roger Ibbotson
  Award:

• Playing Checkers in Chinatown
  Professor Jose-Antonio Espin-Sanchez
  Award: Yagmur Yuksel
• **Price Impact in Financial Markets**
  Professor **Eduardo Davila**
  Award: Raj Ramnani

• **Runs in China's Peer-to-peer Lending Market**
  Professor **Zeqiong Huang**
  Award: Jingyi Cui

• **Rural-Urban Wage Gaps**
  Professor **Mushfiq Mobarak**
  Award: Hannah Moreno

• **Seasonal Migration in Nepal**
  Professor **Mushfiq Mobarak**
  Award: Adam Shaw

• **Shadow Banking**
  Professor **Eduardo Davila**
  Award: Johnny Xu

• **Sieve “Parametric” Likelihood Ratio Bootstrapped Confidence Sets for Semiparametric Likelihood Models Under Partial Identification**
  Professor **Xiaohong Chen**
  Award: Shawn Luciani

• **Sustainability Metrics and Policy**
Professor Daniel Esty
Award: Mathew Jacob

- **The Evolution of Wealth Inequality Over the Lifecycle**
  Professor Cormac O'Dea
  Award:

- **The Impact of LGBTQ Discrimination on Health Disparities**
  Professor Abigail Friedman
  Award: Genevieve Liu

- **The Tragedy of the Groundwater Commons: Adaptation to Environmental Change in Agriculture**
  Professor Nicholas Ryan
  Award: Dalton Boyt

- **Using Observational Data to Aid in the External Validity of Randomized Controlled Trials**
  Professor Ed Vytlacil
  Award:

- **Voting Rights of Native Americans**
  Professor Ebonya Washington
  Award: Nikita Raheja

- **Why So Few Minorities in Economics?**
  Professor Ebonya Washington
  Award: Vod Vilfort
• **Working Without Respect: Working Class Aspirations in a Postindustrial Economy**
  Professor **Gerald Jaynes**
  Award: Lillian Hua, Brian Cho

• **Yale Research Initiative on Innovation and Scale**
  Professor **Mushfiq Mobarak**
  Award: Lisa Qian, Min-Byung Chae, Kueho Choi
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